Introduction
Let G = (V; E) be a graph with node set V , edge set E and weights w(e) associated with the edges e 2 E. Given a set of distinguished nodes S V , called terminals, the Steiner tree problem (STP) is to nd a minimum weight tree (a connected acyclic graph) spanning S.
The STP has been extensively investigated in the past two decades from both the algorithmic and polyhedral point of views. Many real world problems arising in the layout of connected structures in networks, as in VSLI design, may be formulated as Steiner tree problems.
The STP is NP-hard in general. Wald and Colbourn 15] and Cornu ejols et al. 6 ] devised a polynomial time algorithm for the STP on series-parallel graphs. White et al. 16] showed that the problem is polynomally solvable on strongly chordal graphs in the unweighted case. Heuristic approaches for the problem have been developped in 5, 9, 10, 11] . A survey of the results on the STP can be found in Winter 17] and Vo 13, 14] .
If G = (V; E) is a graph and F E an edge set, then the 0?1 vector x F 2 IR E with x F (e) = 1 if e 2 F and x F (e) = 0 if e 6 2 F is called the A Steiner connected subgraph of G is a subgraph that contains at least one path between every pair of nodes of S. The Steiner connected subgraph problem is nding a minimum cost Steiner connected subgraph of G. This problem is closely related to the STP. In fact if w(e) > 0 for all e 2 E then the two problems are identical. Let CON(G,S) = conv fx F j G(F ) is a Steiner connectedg.
In this paper, we study polyhedra STP(G,S) and CON(G,S). We describe a new class of facet de ning inequalities for the STP(G,S) that generalizes the families of constraints so called Steiner partition inequalities and odd hole inequalities introduced by Chopra and Rao 3] . We show that these inequalities may de ne facets for 2-trees, which invalidates a conjecture of Chopra and Rao 4]. We also discuss the closely related Steiner connected subgraph polytope. We describe some procedures of construction of facets from facets for CON(G,S). Using this, we obtain a complete description of both CON(G,S) and STP(G,S) for a special case of series-parallel graphs. Computational applications are also discussed.
Valid inequalities
The STP(G,S) has been studied by several authors 1, 3, 4, 8, 12] . In 3] Chopra and Rao described several classes of facets of the STP(G,S). In what follows we present two of these classes.
Let G = (V; E) be a graph and S V a set of terminals. (1) is valid for the STP(G,S). They also gave su cient conditions for such an inequality to be facet de ning. Here (W 1 ; : : :; W p ) denotes the set of edges between the elements of the partition. (2) is valid for STP(G,S) for k 3, and is facet de ning if k is odd.
In the following we are going to introduce a class of valid constraint for STP(G,S) that generalizes both the Steiner partition and the odd hole inequalities. We call inequalities of type (3) pseudo Steiner partition inequalities. Note that if r = p, then d = 0 and inequality (3) corresponds in this case to a Steiner partition inequality. Also note that the odd hole inequalities (2) correspond to pseudo Steiner partition inequalities with d = 1. Fig. 1 shows a graph G = (V; E) that produces a pseudo Steiner partition that is di erent from both a Steiner partition and an odd hole con guration. The nodes of S are represented by dark nodes. Here G = G which yields d = 1. The corresponding inequality is given by X e2E
x(e) 6: (4) Figure 1 : A graph producing a pseudo Steiner partition facet
The following theorem gives a su cient condition for inequality (3) to de ne a facet for STP(G,S). Theorem 3.2 Let G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ) be two odd hole con gurations such that jV 1 j = jV 2 j = 2q + 1 (q 1). Let S 1 and S 2 be the sets of terminal nodes of G 1 and G 2 respectively. Let G = (V; E) be the graph obtained by identifying S 1 and S 2 . Then the inequality X e2E
x(e) 4q (5) de nes a facet of STP(G,S). Inequality (5) corresponds to a pseudo Steiner partition inequality where G = G and d = 2q + 2. Fig. 2 4 Construction of facets for CON(G,S)
In this section, we give two procedures of construction of facets of CON(G,S) from known ones. This will be used in the sequel to give a complete description of both CON(G,S) and STP(G,S) in series-parallel graphs where the terminal nodes have to satisfy certain conditions. They will also be used to give a counterexample to the conjecture of Chopra and A series-parallel graph is a graph that can be obtained by a recursive application of the following operations starting from the graph consisting of two nodes joined by an edge.
(a) duplicate an edge (i.e. add an edge joining the same endnodes), (b) subdivise an edge (i.e. replace an edge (u,v) by two edges (u,w) and (w,v) where w is a new node).
Using the procedures described above, we obtain the following. Theorem 4.3 Let G = (V; E) be a series-parallel graph and S V a set of terminals. Suppose that i) at least one of (two) nodes of the starting graph belongs to S, and ii) operation (b) has been performed in such a way that if both endnodes of the edge to be subdivided are not in S, that the new node so is. Then CON(G,S) is given by the Steiner partition inequalities together with the trivial inequalities 0 x(e) 1 for all e 2 E.
The following theorem relates the two polyhedra STP(G,S) and CON(G,S). A 2-tree is a graph obtained recursively from a triangle using the following operation :
add a new node w and two new edges (w,v 1 ) and (w,v 2 ) where (v 1 ,v 2 ) is an edge.
In 4], Chopra and Rao have conjectured that if G is a 2-tree, then STP(G,S) is completely described by the Steiner partition and odd hole inequalities. This conjecture does not hold. In fact the pseudo Steiner partition inequality (4) de nes a facet for STP(G,S), where G is the graph of Fig. 1 . This facet can be obtained from an odd hole facet produced by a graph on 6 nodes, using the procedures of Theorem 4.1.
Concluding remarks
The algorithmic aspects of our theoritical analysis are not yet completely explored. We would like to know whether there is a polynomial time algorithm for the separation problem associated with the class of pseudo Steiner partition inequalities. There is a little hope to get one, for the general case, however it is interesting to have e cient separation procedures even for special classes of graphs.
Pseudo Steiner partition inequalities may play an important role within the framework of a cutting plane algorithm for the STP. To illustrate the application of these inequalities, we display in The separation problem for inequalities of type (6) can be solved in polynomial time. In 7] Cunningham showed that this problem can be reduced to jEj minimum cut problems. In 2], Barahona reduced this to jV j minimum cut problems. Barahona's algorithm permits to determine a most violated inequality if there is any. Sometimes a most violated inequality of type (6) coincides with a pseudo Steiner partition. An interesting question would be to study special cases for which polynomial separation algorithms for inequalities (6) can be extended to ones for the pseudo Steiner partition inequalities. We started implementating these ideas, and the preliminary results are encouradging.
